I. INTRODUCTION
I am going to present to you today an indecently optimistic view of strong interaction theory. I believe that a major breaktt.crough has occurred and that within a relatively short period we are going to achieve a depth of understanding of strong interactions that a few years ago I, at least, did not expect to see within my lifetime. I know that few of you will be convinced by the arguments to be given here, but I would be masking my feelings if I were to employ a conventionally cautious attitude in this talk. I am bursting with excitement, as are a number of other theorists in this game.
I shall give you my view of the current situation entirely in terms ,-of the analytically continued S matrix, because there is no other framewqrk that I understand for strong interactions. My oldest and dearest friends tell me that this is a fetish, that field theory is an equally suitable language, but to me the basic strong-interaction concepts, simple and beautiful in a pure S-matrix approach, are weird, if not impossible, for field theory. It must be said, nevertheless, that my own awareness of these concepts was largely achieved through close collaboration with three great experts in field theory, M. L. Gol~berger, Francis Low, and Stanley Mandelstam.
Each of these has played a major role in the development of the strong 1 interaction theory that I shall describe, even though the language of my description may be repugnant to them. Murray Gell-Mann, also, although he has not actually published a great deal on the analyticity aspects of strong UCRL-10058 The S matrix has only those irregularities necessary to satisfy unitarity.
There is no "reason" for any others. Similarly, as Feynman and Heisenberg have both emphasized, there is no reason why some particles should be on a different footing from others. The elementary particle concept is unnecessary, at least for baryons and mesons.
The second assumption may turn out to be closely related to the first, perhaps even a consequence, but Frautschi and I are using it at present as an independent principle.5 This is the postulate of maximum strength:
Strong interactions saturate the unitarity condition. Forces in the S-matrix framework are bounded in strengthby unitarity, sirice they are determined by " scattering amplitude.s in the crossed reactions reached by analytic continuation.
It .is possible, therefore, to assume that all forces are "as strong as possible" so ~s tp eliminate .d:j.mensionless coup;Ling·paramete:r:s· from the theory. I shall explatn.laterhow this second postulate is applied in practice, and wha:t.are.
some ·.Of its experimental consequences. The final postulate is less satisfying from-an 1:1esthetic standpoint but at present seems unavoidable. It ,is: Thequantities isotopic spin (!), strangeness (S) and baryon number .(B) are conserved • . FJ;"autschi and I are hopeful that a connection eventually will be found betw.een this ugly assumption and the preceding two, but at present we have no proposals in such a direction.
-~ '·.
That the foregoing thr,ee postulates, together with those outlined by Stapp·, l.ead to a complete and self-consistent theory of strong interactions
has not yet peen demonstrated--much less has it been shown that they explain all experiment;al facts. No inconsistencies have yet become apparent, however,
.and the sum of the successful experimental predictions is impressive. 
where p is the momentum and R some average ."radius" of the particle.
For sufficiently large enE:!rgy the trajectory ofeach Reggepole is presumed to turn around and retreat to the left~half J plane. The crossing of integer Re J on the return.~rip does not produce further resonances, since here the phase shift is decreasing.
It is clear tha~ if J is the maximum·(integer) angular momentum max of a bound state or resonance produced by a given Regge trajectory, then .
there will be resonances or bound states for all integer J ~ J , and one " max Another qualitative feature of Fig. 1 
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Mandelstamand I like to call the "boot$yrap": Given_a generalized potential for one channel--in terms of analytic continuation from crossed channels.;.-one solves integral eca.uations to find the S matrix. With the assUmptions listed'
above there are no arbi t;rary pa:rameters so far as we can see, except· for one · mass to be added to -il' and c in order to complete the dimensional structure.
Gell-Mahn has predicted that calculational.procedures based on analyticity-in linear momenta (e.g., the Mandelstam representation) will soon.be superseded by methods that treat Regge poles as primary rather than derived aspects of the theory. I am inclined to agree, . ·but no such methods have yet been formula ted.
VI. THEORY OF HIGH-ENERGY SCATTERING
Whether primary or derived in a theoretical sense, Regge trajectories, if they have t~e properties conjectured, henceforth will dominate the subject of strong interactions because of the .direct light they shed on experiment.
Experimenters are going to determine these trajectories just as they have determined phase shifts,.the ca.uantities that heretofore have constituted the meeting ground between strong interaction theory and experiment. .The details of Fig. 1 will be filled in, step by step, for the imaginary as -well as the to believe that such asymptotic expressions should .. be usable almost as .soon as one gets beyond the resonance region, i.e., above about 2 Bev. Udgaonkar is currently analyzing existing total cross-section data on this basis, but more particle combinations and much greater experimental ac,curacy must be achieved before the potentialities of such formulas are fulfilled.
For example, one es.pecially simple application isolates a:P(o) A second application of Formula (4) These applications have been studied in some detail by Frautschi, Gell-Mann, and.Zachariasen. 9 A careful measurement of the shape and energy dependence of these peaks evidently will yield both the residues and the positions of the relevant Regge poles for a continuous range of negative s • The most prominent peak is for elastic scattering in the forward direction, and is dominated by the Pomeranchuk trajectory. Keeping only this contribution one finds do el
Fitting to recent CERN data on pp elastic scattering, Frautschi, et al.
find that ap( -.c~?) decreases smooth:J.y with increasing t:? , and probably to be so unreasonable that we were unwilling to ascribe diffraction scattering to a Regge trajectory. However,·a related prop~rty of (8) is that at fixed . ' 2 there is an exponential decrease with ~ so long as ap (-6 2 ) continues to fall. This feature also is contrary to a classical picture of diffraction sc~ttering, but it is clearly observed in elastic pp experiments. 
VII. CONCLUSION
One of the most attractive aspects of S-matrix theory is that checks with. experiment are· possible at many different levels and do not require a complete solution of the dynamical equations. We shall, in fact, never have a complete solution; it would be far too complicated, since ~ particles would have to be considered simultaneously. It may be that an approximation isolating a few of the top-level Regge trajectories will make sense, so that a few mass ratios can be roughly calculated; that remains to be seen. One Had we known of hyperfine structure in the early days of atomic physics, however, it would have been a mistake to insist that any theory should explain the effect. Historically, all dynamical theories in physics have had limitations on their domainof validity, no matter howgeneral they seemed when they were proposed. We must not be too greedy.
Note Added:
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